
 
 

The Law of Difference 

Today, no matter what is going on around you it will become a day of celebration! Everyone has 

started with the same advantage. We all have 46 chromosomes.  

All of us have greatness encrypted within us. We all have two parents and we all have the 

opportunity to do great things. We all have the same start no matter what LIFE has brought your 

way. Your greatest victory and achievement will be to become great in whatever sphere of 

influence you are in. 

I love the word “Today” because it signifies that we will not wait but move toward something 

“now”. So today, let us remove every excuse that we have held onto and begin to look at “what 

we want” and let’s move into greatness.  

We have established that we all have the same start as every other human being but we must also 

understand that we are each different. Our difference will become our strength and it will cause 

us to live life out loud joyously and with much celebration.   

Today I am here to remove your excuses and to encourage you to make quality, precise and 

declaratory decisions. Your mother, father, brother, sister, friend or company can no longer take 

your authority to succeed from you. The decision you make today will indeed determine your 

tomorrow. 

The Law of Difference 

Every person is DIFFERENT for a reason. You are an answer to someone or something. 

The difference between every season of your life is connected to your decisions. Decisions 

decide your promotion, your health and your wealth. Everything about you can be traced to a 

decision. Your difference IS your success if you understand who you are and what you are wired 

to do. 

A study was done years ago on the workplace which stated that 46% of our waking hours is 

spent in the marketplace. Since we understand this to be true we must also consider what we are 

doing with our life and how can we make a difference by using what we have been wired to do. 

 

 



 
 

 

One of the greatest problems with many people is that they have not taken the time to know who 

they are. I used to be that person. I knew that I was a good person and that I liked helping people. 

Most of my life that is what I did…helped other people without honing in on the impact and the 

sustainable presence and solutions that I really brought to people. I had a TADA moment when I 

discovered that “I” Cheryl Hill had answers that would change the lives of many people. I 

discovered my difference. 

We are all created incomplete-missing something. For example an ear needs sound; your mouth 

needs someone to communicate to and a brain needs thoughts. I needed to speak and to provide 

directions for life changing experiences for others. I finally understood that I liked teaching, 

administration/planning, leading and writing. Once I understood what I was wired to do I had to 

make choices to either advance my life or do nothing and continue living my life at a mediocre 

pace. We all have a difference and we have the option to tap into our difference and multiply our 

effects or we could sit on our difference and do nothing but complain about life or stay trapped in 

the routines of life. 

What is makes you excited about getting up and going to work, running your business or running 

your ministry. Every day you can have a win-win day when you know what you are meant to do. 

It is easy to determine what you are doing with your life by taking three days from your last 

week and writing down all that you did from sun up to sun down. Write down where you made a 

decision that would either advance you or cause you to remain the same. Write down where you 

made a difference in someone’s life. WHAT are you DOING with your time? 

Are you being an asset to your organization or company or have you fallen into the trap of 

“thank God it’s Friday and I want to go home”? Be courageous and look at your life. Let’s find 

out your difference. 

This applies to CEO’s, Governor’s and Presidents as well. Are you being an asset to your 

employees? What are you doing to become the difference in what your employees learn, 

experience and do? Sometimes leaders may have wealth, status and influence but many times 

when a survey is done on their leadership after all that has been achieved they missed the 

connection and leadership of those that they were sent to-their employers.  

Let the difference also come with passion and compassion in all that you do. 



 
 

Don’t belittle your “difference” but discover your difference. This is what RE-THINK is all 

about. We want you to walk into a place of discovery, advancement and change. 

12  Strategies for Your Law of Difference: 

Take time to meditate and answer these questions. Once you have answered the questions move 

into action. 

1. WHAT do I have and WHAT do I want? 

2. What 5 things do you need to happen to consider yourself successful? 

3. What 5 things should happen to your by December 31st that will verify that you are 

successful? 

4. List 5 mistakes that you might be making 

5. List 5 mistakes you may be making in your family 

6. List 5 financial changes you can make in the next 5 months 

7. List 5 things you can do to increase cash flow 

8. What are your 5 character weaknesses? 

9. List what does it take to “STOP” YOU? 

10. Who are 5 people that learn easiest from you? 

11. List 5 great wealth mentors 

12. List 5 wealth qualities that you have discovered in yourself. 

 

Are you discovering your difference yet? Am I talking to you? 

 


